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INTRODUCTION

Qlik Data Catalyst® for QVDs
is a new streamlined offering
of Qlik Data Catalyst that is
specially focused on making
QVD files easier to discover,
understand and consume.
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While QVD files (QVDs) offer many benefits to both Qlik Sense® users and administrators, it can be a
significant effort to organize and optimize the many QVD files that you have created. It can also be difficult
to find, understand, or provision QVDs across multiple Qlik applications and user communities.
Qlik Data Catalyst for QVDs enables Qlik customers to easily catalog and profile QVD files. By creating a
fully searchable catalog, data consumers can easily find and select the QVDs they need without navigating
complex folder hierarchies or relying on file naming conventions. This offering includes simplified installation,
administration and focused functionality to accelerate the implementation of a solution that meets a
common need of many Qlik customers.
All Your QVD Data in One Simplified View
Qlik Data Catalyst for QVDs builds a secure, self-service Smart Data Catalog of all the QVD files your
organization has available. Data validation, profiling and sampling help users understand the exact content of
each QVD. Assets are then clearly described with size, operational, and usage metrics as well as business and
technical metadata along with any user defined properties. Metadata is populated by automated parsing of
QVD XML headers, and it can be further enriched by tagging - adding descriptive information via an easy to use
UI, or importing it from external documents.
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Actionable QVD Data, On Demand
Qlik Data Catalyst for QVDs makes QVD files easy to find by offering powerful search, filtering and navigation
capabilities. Since this is a role based, secure shopping experience, it enables quick, easy access to QVD data
while ensuring that access controls established in Qlik Sense are enforced in the Catalog. In minutes, users
can locate the QVDs they need and start using them within their Qlik Sense app.

Manage QVD files within Qlik Data Catalyst

Easily expand to all enterprise data
Users can easily grow from just cataloging QVD files to organizing all of their data sources by upgrading to the
full-featured Qlik Data Catalyst. This allows you to ingest, validate, profile, and quality measure data from any
source and then present it in the Smart Data Catalog. Designed for the enterprise, Qlik Data Catalyst is built
on the principles of hardened data security and strong governance to deliver enterprise-grade scalability,
reliability, and performance. It’s compliant with common industry standards and protocols (ex. LDAP, Parquet,
Avro), so it easily integrates with other data management tools. And Qlik Data Catalyst enables organizations
to automatically identify and manage sensitive information, such as Personally Identifiable Information (PII),
using customizable rules-based pattern matching.

Increase the business value of your existing QVD files
Qlik Data Catalyst for QVDs can make it fast and easy for your business users to find and utilize the QVD data
they need. It allows more people in your organization to use analytics to generate new insights that can
transform your business.

About Qlik
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, one where everyone can use data to improve decision-making and solve their most
challenging problems. Only Qlik offers end-to-end, real-time data integration and analytics solutions that help organizations
access and transform all their data into value. Qlik helps companies lead with data to see more deeply into customer
behavior, reinvent business processes, discover new revenue streams, and balance risk and reward. Qlik does business in
more than 100 countries and serves over 50,000 customers around the world.
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